The Role of Microbubble Echo Phase Lag in Multipulse Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasound Imaging.
In this paper, we assess the importance of microbubble shell composition for contrast-enhanced imaging sequences commonly used on clinical scanners. While the gas core dynamics are primarily responsible for the nonlinear harmonic response of microbubbles at diagnostic pressures, it is now understood that the shell rheology plays a dominant role in the nonlinear response of microbubbles subjected to low acoustic pressures. Of particular interest here, acoustic pressures of tens of kilopascal can cause a reversible phase transition of the phospholipid coatings from a stiff elastic organized state to a less stiff disorganized buckled state. Such a transition from elastic to buckled shell induces a steep variation of the shell elasticity, which alters the microbubble acoustic scattering properties. We demonstrate in this paper that this mechanism plays a dominant role in contrast pulse sequences that modulate the amplitude of the insonifying pulse pressure. The contrast-to-tissue ratio (CTR) for amplitude modulation (AM), pulse inversion (PI), and amplitude modulation pulse inversion (AMPI) is measured in vitro for Definity, Sonazoid, both lipid-encapsulted microbubbles, and the albumin-coated Optison. It is found that pulse sequences using AM significantly enhanced the nonlinear response of all studied microbubbles compared to PI (up to 15 dB more) when low insonation pressures under 200 kPa were used. Further investigation reveals that the origin of the hyperechoicity is a small phase lag occurring between the echoes from the full-and half-amplitude driving pulses, and that the effect could be attributed to the shell softening dynamics of lipid and albumin coatings. We assess that this additional phase in microbubble ultrasound scattering can have a dominant role in the CTR achieved in contrast sequences using AM. We also show that the pressure dependent phase lag is a specific marker for microbubbles with no equivalent in tissue, which can be used to segment microbubbles from the tissue harmonics and significantly increase the CTR.